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THE 'OCCUPEERS' MEET

Hosted by Carol Wong, Director, Total Workplace APAC Lead at
Cushman & Wakefield, the 'OCCUPEERS' met at SPACE APAC to
discuss how to successfully blend Real Estate and Hospitality. 

The Co-Hosts expertly assess how 'experience' has impacted the way

CRE leaders design and manage workplaces, implement technology

to foster corporate culture, and even influence HR policies. The

group also discusses how to measure success, and what data and

technology should be leveraged as CRE leaders adapt to their new

role in the challenging environment of blended CRE, Hospitality, HR,

and IT.

At SPACE APAC Virtual

OCCUPIERS ON HOSPITALITY
OCCUPEERS @ SPACE APAC (14.04.21)

Discussion Summary

by Rowan Watt-Pringle for SPACE+

BLENDING OF REAL ESTATE &
HOSPITALITY

While most companies have maintained productivity during the

pandemic, they face challenges to maintain social aspects of the

office. As people across the region return to the office, many

companies are giving employees the choice of where to work from.

Because of this, hospitality and employee experience have become

fundamental issues for CRE leaders, who are now looking to

successfully blend real estate and hospitality to enable their

workplaces to support their people.

In the workplace

CAROL WONG

DISCUSSION HOST

The OCCUPEERS:
Natalie Hall, LinkedIn

Riku Pentikäinen, Microsoft

Simon Wise, Standard Chartered Bank

Caroline Court,  Ericsson

Jeanne Wong, Novartis
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"[Out of] about 45,000 of our employees, 85% of them
have asked for more flexibility in the future."

LINKEDIN

NATALIE HALL

Natalie Hall, APAC Workplace Program Manager at LinkedIn,

highlights the need for continued flexibility post-pandemic. As

some return to the office and others continue working from

home, collaboration between the two spaces will be crucial to

foster office culture.

“We want to make sure that when people do come in, the pre-

Covid culture, experience, and buzz in the office still exists… Why

do people want to come into the office? It’s usually that most

people are missing that ‘people-on-people’ connection… [or]

because they feel they can focus better.”

LinkedIn are looking at various strategies, including replacing

individual desks with more flexible work points, collaboration

areas and quiet zones.

Jeanne Wong, Novartis Head of Real Estate & Facility Services,

APAC, says it is important to give employees the choice about

where and how they can be most productive, keeping

responsibility in mind and allowing for teamwork.

“You have different demographics… people at different rungs of

the corporate ladder, and different needs of space… guiding us to

better design and future-proof our space.”

Novartis has been revising overall design guidelines and

experimenting with different ways of working, not only related to

space, but also to HR policies, working hours and other working

habits.

 

Hosted by

FLEXIBILITY, COLLABORATION

Simon Wise, Standard Chartered's Head of Property Enablement,

agrees that the current focus on redesigning offices to attract

people back to work revolves around collaboration and

socialisation.

“[Out of] about 45,000 of our employees, 85% of them have asked

for more flexibility in the future.”

Wise does warn of the need to consider that working from home

means different things in different markets and to people at

different career levels. While there is no finite answer, Standard

Chartered has clear strategies in place to get to this point.

 

And Social Connections
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“We‘ve reassessed the workplace ecosystem as a whole,
making sure that regardless of where you are, the digital
experience is absolutely seamless..."

Hosted by

Riku Pentikäinen, Microsoft Regional Director Asia, reaffirms that

the shift in working conditions has affected people to differing

degrees. While senior engineers generally enjoy the autonomy and

peace of working from home, junior engineers need them to grow

and learn. 

Without an organic connection between the two, junior engineers

miss the office connection far more and are not developing in the

same way.

Pentikäinen also predicts a significant decrease in face-to-face

meetings. To that end, Microsoft is working on a more inclusive

virtual meeting experience, with the next level being to develop the

currently missing ad hoc connection between home-based team

members. 

The final aim is to create an inclusive working environment where

those working from home or the office have the same possibilities

and ability to connect with others.

“We’re looking at how we can use spatial computing and augmented

reality… If I’m working from home and I have an AR device on, I can

still see my laptop, but then when I look around, I see the people I

work with… [This is] based on workplace analytics information [on

who I interact with] which is feeding off Office365.” 

REASSESSING THE WORKPLACE
ECOSYSTEM

Caroline Court, Head of Global Workplace Community &

Innovation at  Ericsson, says that within the diverse cultures of

APAC, they have recognised a total of five personas based on

characteristics, behaviours and working choices. This enables

them to focus on what these personas need to be as motivated

and engaged as possible, wherever they are working from.

“We‘ve reassessed the workplace ecosystem as a whole, making

sure that regardless of where you are, the digital experience is

absolutely seamless, so that it doesn’t create a fragmentation…

and you still feel connected to the company.”

Court says this is a voyage of discovery for everyone. Through

experiments and pilot projects, Ericsson is trialling, evaluating,  

A voyage of discovery

MICROSOFT

RIKU PENTIKÄINEN
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“We’re piloting sensor technology to monitor how many
people are coming into the office, when they’re in the
office, what spaces are they using, and how do they use
the space.”

and prototyping different workspace styles and designing spaces

that work for those personas, and the company is receiving

encouraging responses.

NOVARTIS

JEANNE WONG

Hosted by

LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY

Carol Wong then directs the discussion towards the fundamental

role of technology in influencing experience. According to Hall,

APAC is ahead of other regions in leveraging technology for data

collection, and that currently, collecting a lot of data is vital for

measuring effectiveness.

“[We’re] piloting sensor technology… [to monitor] how many people

are coming into the office, when they’re in the office, what spaces

are they using, and how do they use the space.”

Hall says that once things have opened up and more data has been

collected, they can start looking at how the office is working and

whether changes must be made, so data collection and analytics

are going to be increasingly important moving forward.

Pentikäinen adds that video analytics can also be used to 

understand behaviour and space, while workplace analytics, on the

back of Office365, provides important data on personal interactions,

while various analytics can be leveraged on the engineering side to

correlate changes in the physical environment with changes in

those metrics.

For data collection

AN AGILE MINDSET

Jeanne Wong adds that there is a need to constantly emphasise

to stakeholders and end users that these are evolving issues.

“We need to maintain that agile mindset… to embrace the

nuances between sites, countries, and regions… It’s OK to tweak

things, but some stakeholders are very uncomfortable doing that.

It’s part of our role to reassure [them].”

Wise supports Jeanne Wong’s view, saying that agile is definitely

the new way to work and that we need to keep challenging

The new way of working
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ERICSSON

CAROLINE COURT

what we have and designing and creating spaces as they are

used.

When Carol Wong asks her Co-Hosts how occupiers can measure

the effectiveness of these approaches, Jeanne Wong says that the

hybrid meeting environment will be a challenge as some people

return to the office, while others continue to work from home,

pointing out that in many countries the enabling technology

hasn’t caught up yet. 

Court supports this view, adding that an unplanned workplace

hierarchy can start to appear, and it is vital to understand these

changing dynamics.

"OCCUPEERS is the new and progressive collective of
CRE leaders. It's for those who think differently."

With this in mind, Court points to Ericsson’s three-pronged HR

‘attack’, targeting the Real Estate, IT and people workstreams, with a

very clear cross-collaboration between these workstreams.

Hall, meanwhile, says that LinkedIn has formed a core team with

members from all parts of the company, which establishes ideas

and processes they plan to implement, before rolling that up to

stakeholders, so everyone is on board before they approach the

leadership team. This has worked really well and LinkedIn plans to

continue using the strategy moving forward.

Wise says the trust delivery teams have been able to generate over

the last year has been amazing, while he highlights the focus that

the Health and Safety team has put on wellness, which has been

formed into a more established ongoing programme. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Court, Jeanne Wong and Pentikäinen all point to ‘after-meeting

conversations’ as being central to these dynamics, with some team

members invariably missing out. 

Pentikäinen outlines the benefits of some of Microsoft’s AR

offerings, like HoloLens and the virtual collaboration platform

Microsoft Mesh, while Carol Wong reinforces that it is all about

cultures, with change management taking on unprecedented

importance right now, not only in terms of space management, but

also team management, creating virtual events and HR

collaborations.

And cross-collaboration

Hosted by
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Jeanne Wong agrees, saying that HR-led programmes have been

driving actions during the pandemic, which is a big change. Carol

Wong notes that a lot of HR partners have started coming forward

across the board, providing CRE leaders with invaluable alternate

perspectives.

STANDARD

CHARTERED

SIMON WISE

 
Hosted by

'EXPERIENCE' EXPECTATIONS

Carol Wong asks the group whether they expect landlords or

consultants to deliver the increased demand expectation of

experience, or whether that duty falls on the occupiers. Wise says

that as a heavily outsourced team, Standard Chartered is very reliant

on consultants.

“The retained team comes up with some great ideas and defines the

ultimate strategy, but the delivery of this is really put through our

supply partners… If we waited for the landlords, unfortunately I don’t

think we’d be in the position we are now, so we had to take control”.

Carol Wong believes that interest from landlords is increasing as

they try to understand and better service occupiers’ needs, which

provides a great opportunity for occupiers. Court adds that it is

interesting to see how quickly landlords adapt, pointing to pressure

from the supplier side as well, which is creating more competition

and opportunities for occupiers.

A delivery challenge

"If we waited for the landlords, unfortunately I don’t
think we’d be in the position we are now, so we had to
take control.”

Pentikäinen says that post-pandemic, when you look at the reasons

people will want to come back to the office, the social fabric of the

office and health and wellbeing will be vital, so he wonders what

landlords can offer in the new realm and what occupiers can

enhance for community management.

THIRD SITES

Carol Wong ends the session by fielding an audience question about

the role of third sites, especially in areas with low-tech

infrastructures.

Novartis is running a pilot with JustCo, where they offer pay-as-you-

go 

A new dimension
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Companies face major challenges when it comes
to maintaining office culture and personal
connections.

Collaborations between home and office,
workplace flexibility, and inclusive AR technology
could be key to bridging these gaps.

APAC is leading the way in piloting data
collection technology for how people use the
workplace. Data analytics will be crucial as
workplaces continue to change.

Successfully blending HR, Real Estate, IT, and
Hospitality will be pivotal in keeping the social
fabric of the workplace intact as employee
expectations evolve.

SPACE+

NEALL DE BEER

IN SUMMARY

Watch the Discussion On-Demand at 
www.space-plus.org/cushmanwakefield

work desk areas as a third alternative to working from home or at

the office, for those that are restricted from a full return to work but

can’t work from home. 

Standard Chartered is also looking at how they use can use some of

their other real estates, like branches, to create that mid-office

between downtown and back offices, although Wise says this does

raise other unintended constraints and impacts for financial

institutions.
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Carol Wong is Director, Total Workplace APAC Lead at Cushman
& Wakefield in Singapore.

Carol is responsible for developing and establishing a centre of

excellence for workplace delivery services in Asia Pacific. Carol works

with local delivery teams to enhance our workplace service offerings

and operationalise strategies for our clients.

Carol has 20 years of experience in leading workplace programmes

for multinational corporations. 

Before joining Cushman & Wakefield, she was responsible for leading

Procter & Gamble's real estate portfolio. 

Her expertise involves end-to-end programme management,

including transaction, project, and change management.
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